
70.1 

Terms-of-Trade Effect 
 
The terms of trade effect is based on the notion that a country may be large 

enough to depress world prices by restraining its foreign purchases. Consider 

the figure below in which a tariff of rate "t" causes the world price to fall 

from P1 to P2. 
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Before tariff: 

exports of foreign country = imports of home country = q4q3 = q1q2 

 

After tariff t: 

exports (imports) fall to q8q7 (q6q5) 

 P3               a 

 

Producers gain P1P3af 

 P1           f 

       P3                 b      Consumers lose P1P3bc    a      b  

 

 Govt. gains:  

       P1                       c    abhg = abde+edhg 

             g     h  

Net gain for country with tariff if edhg > aef + bcd 
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70.2 

 

Interpretation of the Terms of Trade Effect 

 

Tariff cuts out some of our demand for imports. If we are important in 

the market for this good, the reduced demand causes a drop in the world 

(foreign) price from Pl to P2. However, some of the incidence of t falls on 

home consumers as price rises domestically from Pl to P3. Still the foreigner 

has "absorbed" some of the tariff which pays part of govt. revenue. This 

revenue might offset the deadweight losses producing a net national gain. 

 

One factor that will help produce a gain is if foreign demand and 

supply curves are steep (inelastic). 

 

In effect, the govt. exploits our country's monopsony power via a 

tariff. Individual competitive importers couldn't do this. (A govt. import 

monopoly could). 

 

Note: Can you see why the fall in the world price when t is imposed cannot 

exceed t? (Can you see, in other words, why the domestic price P3 will not be 

below the original Pl?) 


